
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Connection with Unit Theme:  To complement the small group study "Walking in 
Confidence,” this session details Abram's fall and recovery. This sermon showed how 
Abram wrestled with the hope laced in Abram and Sarai's decision to have a child with 
Hagar. Believers, as fallen beings, are susceptible to using the system, the past, and 
others for their benefit. Just because we can, does not mean we should. That is the 
lesson.   

Introduction: Abram and Sarai are old and are unable to conceive a child. By law, 
Sarai had control of her servants and could dictate to Hagar to have a child with Abram.  
As her owner, Sarai could take legal ownership of the child that Hagar conceives. While 
it was lawful, it had immediate and long-lasting ramifications. Failure, in this case, is not 
trusting God in our decision-making. This lack of trust shirks on the confidence we have 
in God to be exactly who God said He is, sovereign.   
 
Our lack of confidence in God can harm others, cause us to make poor decisions, and 
unearth unhealthy emotional patterns. Without confidence in who God is, we become 
susceptible to problematic decision-making like Sarai and Abram. In the end, Sarai 
blamed Hagar for her issues, and Abram blamed Sarai. Abram and Sarai could trace 
their issue to their overconfidence in themselves and lack of confidence in God. Can 
you trust God in all seasons, even though the world's rules give you the freedom to 
control your destiny? We see what Sarai and Abram did wrong. This sermon challenges 
us to consider a different way of thinking when presented with opportunities to try and 
control our destiny instead of being confident in God.  
 

1. Practice What You Always Practice (vv. 1-2)  
Abram and Sarai decided to have Abram sleep with Hagar to conceive a child, 
for they were in their old age and could not understand how God would allow 
them to have a child. Similar to their time in Egypt, they decided without 
consulting God and without repeating God's promise over Abram's life. 
Immediate assumed gratification through control overruled God’s promise.  
 
Abram spoke with God in other encounters. For example, he spoke with God 
over his conflict with Lot and inquired with God about his inheritance. To avoid 
situations like this we need to talk to God before we make a decision. Abram and 
Sarai conceived this decision and pursued it without consulting God’s word and 
promises. Make talking to God a practice. When seeking God’s presence is a 
habit, good decisions will be consistent.  

Sermon Series: Walking in Confidence 
To be used with: Confidence After We Fail 
Sermon Title Possibilities: Don’t Play the Blame 

Game 
Scripture: Genesis 16:1-5; 17:1-9 
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2. People Are Not for You to Use: They Are for God to Choose  (vv.3-4) 

Hagar, by law, was obligated to do what Sarai asked of her. Sarai and Abram 
used her to do what God said would happen, because they were not confident 
God would fulfill his promise. Like others who encountered Abram and Sarai, 
Hagar was a casualty of their immaturity and lack of confidence in God.  
 
A lack of confidence in God makes us begin to act like we are God. Abram and 
Sarai used rules and human power to control their narrative instead of trusting 
God. Abram's lack of confidence also combatted the original promise that God 
placed over Abram to bless others. They used Hagar for their benefit. We cannot 
say we trust and have faith in God when we use people the same way the world 
does. Who have you used to get you where you want to be instead of trusting 
God to get you there? People are not pawns in our life's game. People are here 
for fellowship. God chooses and uses. Not us.  
 

3. Tame Your Emotions with Faith (v.5-6) 
Sarai and Abram both played the blame game in a decision they made together 
in adherence to the world's law. Their emotions caused them to make the 
decision. Emotions caused them to mistreat Hagar. Emotions untamed can 
destroy faith. Many think that if I read God's Word without applying it that 
everything will be okay. The Word of God works best when we apply it to our 
weaknesses, trusting that God will give us strength. Tame your emotions to keep 
you from mistreating the people you love and the people who serve you. May 
your emotions heal more than they hurt. May your emotions be life-giving.  
 

 
Conclusion:  

What emotions or past decisions drive your decision-making? What casualties do you 
have along the way? Simple decisions set in motion conflicts with what we see because 
of a lack of trust. There is weight in your choices. Treat them as such. God wants our 
confidence to be strong in Him in all situations, even when we have desires that can be 
controlled with the world's rules. God has the last word. Get our egos out of the way.   
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